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We are pleased to present the Crystals’ Special Issue on “Advances in Industrial Crystallization”.
We are grateful for the large quantity of submitted manuscripts and we would like to thank all authors
of the selected 15 publications for their efforts. In the following, a brief introduction describing the
idea for creating this Special Issue and an overview of the related topics covered by the contributions
is given.
As a general perspective from the industry, each process choice and design is individualized to
each of the innumerous applications. For example, knowledge of basic thermodynamics yields the
overall “map” for the crystallization process. The general solid–liquid equilibrium (SLE) type defines
the separability of a mixture, depending on the operation conditions (i.e., composition, temperature,
etc.) and determines the route to solidify the demanded solid-state form. Together with the kinetics of
mass transfer and crystallization, which give insights into the expected crystal size distribution and
shape development, an educated evaluation of various processes is feasible [1–5].
A decision between the reasonable options is taken afterward, based on the expected process of key
performance indicators or constraints related to the specific application. For expensive fine chemicals,
like enantiomers and other APIs, product purity and yield are commonly the focus, while for bulk
chemicals, like inorganic salts or monomers (e.g., acrylic acid), productivity and process simplicity is
mostly decisive. Subsequently, first lab-scale trials are usually conducted to evaluate the process choice
and confirm the initial expectations. Suitable upscaling strategies are applied, afterward, to “level”
the process up to the final plant, which can have capacities between a few kilograms or several
hundred thousand tons per year. A careful monitoring of the critical parameters, like the liquid phase
composition and temperature, but also the crystal shape and size distribution, exploiting suitable
measurement techniques, is crucial at this stage of process development [6].
However, mostly empirical upscaling strategies exist in industry today and the above-mentioned
detailed fundamental information are commonly not available and cannot be measured in the
typical time of an industrial project. Hence, industry is inevitably dependent on academic research,
which tirelessly helps to clarify the required essential issues.
Reflecting this successful relationship, all together 15 publications are summarized in this Special
Issue. They comprise several contemporary aspects of crystallization and simultaneously give a
comprehensive overview of industrially relevant topics in the field. The main subjects covered
include (i) from fundamentals towards crystallization processes, (ii) crystal shape development,
(iii) measurement techniques, (iv) continuous crystallization, (v) process intensification, (vi) melt
crystallization, and (vii) nanoparticles in crystallization. In the following we briefly introduce the
respective papers.
i. From fundamentals towards crystallization processes: As stated above, sophisticated
crystallization process design relies on fundamentals like the present phase equilibria (e.g.,
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solid–liquid, solid–solid) and the prevailing crystallization kinetics (like nucleation, growth,
agglomeration, and breakage) [3,7–13]. The diversity of the individual properties in the solid
state [9,12] or the solidification process [10] of different products is one major challenge for each
process engineer. Hence, continuously novel processes [11,13] and process combinations [10]
are discovered to deal with these various issues to fulfill the desired task, like product purity or
productivity enhancement. The materials studied from the authors comprise biologically active
components or their precursors as amino acids, curcumin from a plant extract, or a particular
chiral dimethylphenyl glycerol ether [9,11,12]. The application of specific antiscalants to inhibit
gypsum scaling in RO desalination, and utilization of freeze concentration for recycling of an
ionic liquid from its aqueous solution are introduced in articles [10,13].
ii. Beside purity and solid-state form, the crystal size distribution and the crystal shape are often
target properties of a product and also decide on the overall process performance [4,5]. Although
the crystal morphology of a particular compound is primarily determined by its crystal lattice,
the individual growth rates of the different crystallographic faces can lead to alternative crystal
geometries. The latter might be caused by lattice defects at the crystal surface and crystallization
conditions like temperature, supersaturation, impurities present, stirrer energy introduced,
and hydrodynamic conditions in general [2,4,5,14]. Hence, there is a need for prediction or
empirical study of crystal shape development, an issue that is considered in the Special Issue
articles [15–17]. It can be shown for numerous substances that the crystal environment is
decisive for the morphology, after the process [15], but the fundamental mechanisms [16]
are still not completely clarified and there is a great demand for predictive tools [17] for the
process design.
iii. In this connection, sophisticated measurement techniques are of particular importance [5,6,18].
To date, there is still a need for suitable measurement techniques to efficiently study and control
crystallization processes. New methods for monitoring the process at the point of crystal
formation (i.e., in situ), shed light on the evolution of the crystal size distribution [19] or the
solid-state formation [20], for example. In [19], the authors introduce a new inline probe for
image-based measurement of crystal size distribution, which is also applicable at larger scales.
Whereas, in [20], equipment for the in situ small-scale determination of the crystal structure on
the example of lysozyme is developed.
iv. Continuous crystallization as a common operation mode for most bulk chemical manufacturing
processes has recently gained much interest from the pharmaceutical industry, and is thus,
again focus of academic research [4,18,21–24]. Even though the basics were developed until the
80s, there is still a great need for upscaling procedures [22], general process development [23],
and new ideas for the efficient upstream and downstream combination [24]. The examples
studied cover a broad range of applications as an industrially relevant fine chemical produced in a
Draft Tube Baffled (DTB) crystallizer, at targeted particle-related properties [22], a continuous fine
chemical enantiomer separation in coupled fluidized bed crystallizers [23], and the continuous
synthesis of a chiral drug intermediate via an integrated biocatalysis-crystallization concept [24].
v. A novel field of interest is related to process intensification by integration of different unit
operations, including crystallization [10,18,23,24]. The related Special Issue contributions
demonstrate that combining crystallization and crystal size classification in one apparatus can
lead to highly efficient processes that still meet the demanding purity requirements for pure
enantiomers [23], and that combination with membrane concentration [10] can give rise to
completely new fields of research. Additionally, the integration of a biocatalytic reaction with
crystallization to overcome unfavorable chemical reaction equilibria [24] has attracted much
interest, lately.
vi. Even though the focus of this Special Issue is mainly crystallization from solution, the ongoing
activities in the field of industrial melt crystallization [4,5,18,25] are represented as well [13,17].
Especially, in the common domains of freeze crystallization [5,13,18] and metallurgy [17],
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new application fields are discovered as, for example, the recycling of ionic liquids [13],
and novel, simulation tools are applied to elucidate the basic mechanisms of solid formation [17].
vii. Beside the purification or separation of enantiomers, fine chemicals or multi-component mixtures,
where the isolation of a pure target product is of interest [11,12,23], the specific production of
solids with defined characteristics is the main task for nanoparticles [15,26–29]. In the recent
past, they gained increasing interest in industry and also in medical applications, due to their
beneficial properties, which could be individualized for a specific duty [26,27]. The examples
included in the Special Issue refer to new applications like capacitor energy-storage [28] and
composite materials utilizing cellulose nanocrystals to reinforce biodegradable PBS polymers [29]
as well as efficient catalysts in the cyanoethylation of methanol [15].
The range of fundamental and application-oriented aspects addressed in the present Special Issue
on Advances in Industrial Crystallization highlights the progress and future directions of research in
our field. We hope you will enjoy and appreciate the authors contributions, which might inspire new
and fruitful projects.
Heike Lorenz and Erik Temmel
Magdeburg/Germany and Allschwil/Switzerland, October 2020
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